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How to configure and use Emergency Conference feature?
Introduction:
 Emergency Conference enables you to establish a conference between predefined groups of extensions using a feature access code.
 This feature can be used to call and consult with a group of people in
emergency situations.
 The number of parties that can be included in an emergency conference
depends on the multi-party conference capacity of the ETERNITY variant.
ETERNITY Variant
ETERNITY LE
ETERNITY ME
ETERNITY GE
ETERNITY PE6S

Maximum Conference Participants
21
21
15
15

 This feature is not applicable for ETERNITY PE3S
Application:






Hospitals
Health Centres
Manufacturing Units
Electricity Generation and Distribution Plants
Banking and Finance

How to Use?
 Decide the participants to be programmed for the Emergency conference
feature. Let’s take an example with 2 participants as listed below:
Phone Type
DKP
SLT

S/W Port Number
1
8

 Form a department group with these participants as members.

Working:
 Let’s assume Extension number 2005 (SLT – 5) is initiating an emergency
conference by dialling its feature access code (Default: 1177), followed by
the access code of the department group.

 All extensions in the department group which are free will start ringing.
 Extensions which are busy will not be included in the call.
 If there are DKP/Extended IP phone extensions in the group, and these
phones have a call appearance free, the system will ring these extensions
on the free call appearance, but will not wait for the extensions to become
free.
 DKP-1 goes off-hook to answer the call first. DKP-1 gets connected to the
initiator of the conference i.e. 2005 (SLT-5) and 3001 (DKP-1) gets
connected.
 All other extensions continue to ring.

 When another extension SLT-8 (Extension Number 2008) goes off-hook to
answer the call, 2005 (SLT-5) and 3001 (DKP-1) get a beep, and three way
speech is established between 2005 (SLT-5), 3001 (DKP-1) and 2008 (SLT-8).
 Thus, whenever a new member joins the conference, all other extensions
already in conference will get a beep.

Beeps can be disabled
from here if required

 If the conference initiator goes idle, all other extensions in the conference
will still be in conversation.
Summary on how to use emergency conference:
For EON, Extended IP Phone users and SLT Users:





Dial 1177
Dial Department Group Number
All free extensions in the group will ring
You get connected to the extensions that answer

…

If no resources are free, you will get the ‘Conf. Resource full’

message on your LCD of EON or Extended IP phone.

…

The number of extensions that a system will ring depends on

resources occupied in conferencing circuit at the time of initiation of the
Emergency Conference. For example ETERNITY GE supports up to 15
participants in a single multi-party conference, and five simultaneous
conferences, if all conferences involve three parties. Now, if there are already
three such simultaneous multi-party conferences in the system when an
Emergency Conference is initiated, the system will ring on the first six extensions
of the Emergency Conference Group, even if the group has more extension
members. This is because the system supports 15 participants and nine parties
are already involved in the three simultaneous conferences.
Other settings:
 Emergency Conference feature can be enabled or disabled from the COS.
(Default: Enabled)

Enabled/ Disable Emergency
Conference from COS

 By Default, the system plays triple ring as ring type for emergency
conference. If necessary, you may configure a different ring type.
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